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Introduction: What we do

We work on developing and comparing methods to understand restrictions in the order of
accumulation of driver mutations in cancer, using oncogenetic trees and related approaches,
and how they can be used to predict tumor evolution. We evaluate these methods using explicit
evolutionary models of tumor progression, and we have also started focusing on how they
can be used to design adaptive therapies, as well as how interpretation is affected by frequency
dependent fitness.

Developing general-purpose software for evolutionary simulations of tumor progression (and, more
generally, clonal evolution) is a key element of that workflow. We have developed code for that
purpose using C++ which is called from R (using Rcpp) and I want to extend this code to add
new functionality and make it much more flexible and versatile as well as faster; this includes
exploring additional algorithms and languages. Your work could focus on the implementation and
development of evolutionary simulations of tumor progression. It might instead involve analyzing
data to examine the consequences of different evolutionary models of tumor progression, including
different cooperation regimes, or the consequences on tumor progression of different therapeutic
intervention regimes; the data to be analyzed would be mainly data simulated by us from known
evolutionary models and fitness landscapes, but possibly also “real” data from the literature.

Possible projects

We would discuss the details of the specific projects depending on your interests and skills. As an
example, these are some topics we could address:

• Implementing additional models of population growth and additional algorithms for stochastic
simulation.

• Understanding the role of frequency-dependent fitness on models of cancer progression.
• Simplifying and integrating the newly available options (spatial models, frequency-dependent

fitness, interventions) in the simulation code.
• Using classification (machine learning) approaches to identify when methods can/cannot be

applied to a given data set.
• Conducting simulation studies under appropriate null models to assess the performance of

methods to identify restrictions.
• Examining the consequences of different intervention regimes (adaptive therapy) on tumor

progression.
• Using Julia (https://julialang.org/) and Julia with C++ instead of R (with C++) as the

main language for the simulations.
• Developing a web-based interface for the simulations (using R or Julia or Racket or . . . ).
• Rewriting some of the core simulation code in C++ to use GPUs.
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Requirements:
• Depending on the specifics of the project:

– Strong programming skills.
– Good working knowledge of R.
– Knowledge of C++.
– Knowledge of (or interest in) Julia.
– Knowledge of (or interest in) evolutionary biology.
– Knowledge of parallel computing.
– Knowledge of GPGPU computing.
– Knowledge of (or interest in) statistics, including causal inference and adaptive treatment

regimes.

• Experience using Linux/Unix.

• Having taken a look at the “References” to make sure you are really interested. :-) )

(The above are not “hard requirements”, so talk to me if you are very interested in the project but
you feel that currently you do not fulfill the requirements.)

Contact
Ramon Diaz-Uriarte

Departamento de Bioquímica (UAM)

r.diaz@uam.es

http://ligarto.org/rdiaz
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